Nonlocal self-similarity and group sparsity have been widely utilized in image compressive sensing (CS). However, when the sampling rate is low, the internal prior information of degraded images may be not enough for accurate restoration, resulting in loss of image edges and details. In this paper, we propose a joint group and residual sparse coding method for CS image recovery (JGRSC-CS). In the proposed JGRSC-CS, patch group is treated as the basic unit of sparse coding and two dictionaries (namely internal and external dictionaries) are applied to exploit the sparse representation of each group simultaneously.
Introduction
Compressive sensing [1, 2, 3] -also known as compressed sensing-is a novel framework for signal processing and compression. It states that if a signal is sparse in some domains, we can perfectly recover it from fewer samples or measurements than Nyquist rate. This indicates that we are able to sample and compress signal at the same time. Due to its advantages of down-sampling and accurate recovery, compressive sensing has been widely applied in many fields, such as digital imaging [4] , channel estimation [5] , wireless sensor network [6] , medical imaging [7] and remote sensing [8] .
Suppose a finite length signal x ∈ R n and its measurement y ∈ R m generated by linear projection:
where Φ ∈ R m×n (m n) is a random sensing matrix. Since m n, recovering
x from y is an ill-posed problem. However, if x can be sparsely represented in some basis Ψ ∈ R n×n and the sensing matrix Φ meets the restricted isometry property (RIP) [1, 3] , we can reconstruct the original signal by solving this optimization problem:
arg min θ θ 0 s.t. y = ΦΨα,
where · 0 is a pseudo norm, counting the non-zero entries of its argument.
However, since · 0 is non-convex, solving Eq. (2) is an NP-hard problem.
So the l 0 norm is often replaced by the l 1 norm:
arg min θ θ 1 s.t. y = ΦΨα.
Eq.(3) can be transformed to Lagrangian form:
where y − ΦΨα 2 2 is the cost function and λ denotes the regularization parameter. Eq.(4) can be solved by various algorithms, such as split Bregman algorithm [9] and alternative direction multiplier method (ADMM).
Since most natural images have priori characteristics, the optimization problem of image compressive sensing can be formulated as:
where R(u) is the regularization item that represents the prior information of images. Conventional image prior, such as total variation (TV) that characterize the local smoothness of images, has been employed for image CS [10] . But it may favor piecewise constant solution, resulting in over-smooth. To overcome this problem, many methods have been proposed. For example, Candes et al.
[11]presented the weighted total variation to enhance the sparsity of TV norm.
In [12] , Zhang et al. proposed a framework that introduced nonlocal means (NLM) into traditional TV. Chen et al. [13] combined fractional-order total variation with image sparsity regularization, and obtained better PSNR than [10] .
Recently, patch-based nonlocal similarity has shown its potential in image processing [14] [20] combined patch sparsity estimation with weighted nonlocal self-similarity constraint to balance the adaptation and robustness of the proposed algorithm. In [23] , the sparsity of natural images is characterized by non-convex patch-based sparse coding, and a new framework is proposed to solve the L0 minimization problem.
More Recently, instead of image patch, patch group is used as the basic unit of sparse coding, and achieves better performance than patch-based algorithms [24] [25] [26] [27]. In [25] , structural group sparsity representation (SGSR) is proposed to characterize both local and nonlocal similarity of images. Zha et al.
[27] incorporate a non-convex penalty function to group sparse representation, and obtain state-of-the-art reconstruction performance.
However, most previous methods for CS image reconstruction only consider internal prior information. In this paper, we incorporate external and internal prior into a unified framework, and propose a joint group and residual sparse coding method for CS image reconstruction (JGRSC-CS). In the proposed JGRSC, a patch group and its residual are encoded with internal and external dictionaries respectively. For each group, the internal dictionary is generated by singular value decomposition (SVD), and the external dictionary is learned from clean images based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). To make the algorithm tractable, the split Bergman method is employed to efficiently solve the optimization problem. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms many state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of PSNR and visual perception quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief introduction of group sparse coding and Gaussian mixture model. In Section 3, we elaborate the joint group and residual sparse coding method for CS image recovery. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude the paper.
Background

Group sparse coding
Patch-based sparse coding assumes that every image patch could be sparsely
represented by an over-completed dictionary. Suppose an image x ∈ R N and a
Noting that all patches are overlapped. Then we have
R i (·) is an operator extracting the ith patch from the image. For every patch, given a dictionary D i , it can be written as
So the whole image can be reconstructed from
Patch-based sparse coding methods ignore the relationship between similar patches. To overcome this disadvantage, group sparse coding is proposed. Instead of single patch, group sparse coding treats the patch group as the basic unit of sparse coding. For each patch x i , we search its (m − 1) most similar patches within a searching window, and stack these patches into a matrix
Every group is encoded with a dictionary D Gi , then we can recovery the image by averaging all the patches
where R Gi is the the matrix that extracts the most matched patches of x i , and α Gi is the sparse coefficient of patch group x Gi .
Gaussian mixture model
For a single variable x that follows the Gaussian distribution, it can be modeled as
where µ is the mean and σ 2 is the variance. In the case of a vector x ∈ R N , its
Gaussian distribution takes the form
where µ is a N-dimensional mean vector and Σ is a covariance matrix of size
is a component of the mixture. µ k and Σ k are the mean and covariance of the ith component, respectively. π k are the normalized mixing coefficients
Since GMM has been successfully used in various inverse problems [28] , we will adopt it to train the external dictionary.
The proposed method
Most existing image compressive sensing methods only consider the nonlocal similarity of the processed image itself, and few utilizes the nonlocal prior of external clean images. In this section, we propose a joint group and residual sparse coding method for CS image recovery, and an efficient framework is developed to solve the optimization problem.
Training external dictionary by GMM
The external dictionary for residual sparse coding is trained from clean images. As mentioned in Section 2.1, for a image patch, we find its (M − 1) most matched patches to form a group x m . Then we subtract the mean µ m of this group and get the residual group
We collect N residual groups from clean images
Considering that GMM has been widely used in image processing, we apply the method mentioned in [28] [33] [34] to learn the prior, and our goal is learning K Gaussian components from these N groups. Supposing that patches in X n follows the same Gaussian component, the likelihood of {X n } is
Assuming that all the residual groups are independent, the likelihood function is
Pr(X n ).
According to the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), we maximize the log function of Eq. (15):
After initializing the means µ k , covariances Σ k , mixing coefficients π k and the value of the log likelihood, Eq. (16) can be optimized using the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm. In the E step, we then calculate the posterior probability with current parameter values
where γ n,k is the probability that X n belongs to the kth component. In the M step, we estimate µ k , Σ k and π k using γ n,k
We alternate these two steps until the result of Eq. (18) converges, and then the K Gaussian components will be obtained.
Joint group and residual sparse coding model
For a patch group x G ∈ R n×m , the sparse coding model over a given dictionary D G can be formulated as arg min
where α is the sparse coefficient and λ is the regularization parameter. In a patch group, the first column x G1 is the reference patch and x Gi , i = 2, . . . m are the m − 1 most matched patches of x G1 . To obtain a better estimation of x G , in the proposed model, we divide the patch group into two parts
where x G is the mean of all patches and can be calculated as
and x Gr represents the residual of the group. After selecting a proper dictionary,
x Gr can be reconstructed via arg min
Incorporating Eq.(27) into Eq.(24), we can obtain the proposed model arg min
We propose a simple alternating method to solve Eq. (28) . For a patch group, we calculate its mean via Eq.(26) and obtain its residual matrix by subtracting it from the original matrix. For fixed α G , the α Gr -subproblem is arg min
Similar to [28] [29] [33], we assume that x Gr follows the Gaussian distribution and select its most matched Gaussian from the trained mixture. The probability of every component can be calculated as
where σ n is the variance Gaussain white noise.The component with the most highest probability will be selected to generate the dictionary, and the dictionary can be produced by singular value decomposition
where D Gr is the an orthonormal matrix composed of the eigenvectors and Λ Gr is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Since D Gr can represent the structural variations of the selected component, we use it as the dictionary of residual sparse coding.
Now we go back to Eq. (29) . Under the framework of Bayesian, the MAP of
Assuming x Gr is characterized by the Gaussian noise of σ n and the sparse coefficient α Gr follows i.i.d Laplacian distribution, we obtain arg min
where σ i is the standard deviations of α 
For fixed α Gr , the α G -subproblem is arg min
Applying the singular value decomposition (SVD) to (x G + x Gr ), we have
where Σ G is a diagonal matrix formed by the eigenvalues. The adaptive internal dictionary is defined as
So Eq.(33) has a close-form solution
where hard is hard thresholding function [35] and • represents the element-wise product. After getting α G , we can reconstruct the group by x G = D G α G .
CS reconstruction via joint group and residual sparse coding
In this section, we rewrite Eq.(2) as arg min
Its unconstrained form is arg min
Eq.(40) can be effectively solved by the split Bergman iteration (SBI) method [9] . The main idea of the SBI is to split an unconstrained problem to several subproblems and Bergman iteration. Applying the SBI framework to Eq.(40), it is converted to the following three iterations:
where b is an auxiliary variable and l is the iteration number. Eq.(40) is transformed to x subproblem and α subproblem. In the following, we will show how to solve these subproblems efficiently. To avoid confusion, the superscript l will be omitted.
x subproblem
For a fixed α, the x subproblem becomes:
Eq.(44) is a quadratic optimization problem and its close-form solution is
where I is identity matrix. However, Φ is a random matrix, and it is costly to invert (Φ T Φ + µI). In practice, it can be accelerated by utilizing the gradient descent method:
where η is the step size and ∇ represents the gradient direction of Eq.(44).
Therefore, we can update x by calculating:
α-subproblem
For a fixed x, the α subproblem is
We define x n = x − b, and x n can be seen as the noisy observation of x. So Eq.(48) can be rewritten as
[26] proved that Eq.(49) has an equivalent form as
where τ = λQ µN and Q = n × m × M . M is the number of groups. Eq.(50) reveals the relationship between the regularization parameter τ and other parameters.
Following this theorem, we assign λ 1 = λQ µN in Eq. (28) . Considering that each image patch has roughly the same probability of appearing in a patch group, Eq.(48) can be solved by solving every α i G via Eq.(28) [36] . The summary of the proposed method is given as Algorithm 1. (1) Group x G for each image patch; 
Comparison with other methods
We compare our method with several representative methods: BCS [37] , MH-BCS [38] , RCoS [17] , SGSR [25] , ALSB [23] , GSR-NCR [27] . BCS and MH-BCS are block compressive sensing methods with fixed bases; RCoS combines 2D sparsity with 3D sparsity; ALSB is a patch-based method; SGSR and GSR-NCR are group-based methods, and the difference between them is that SGSR uses the l 0 norm to constrain the sparse coefficient, while GSR-NCR utilizes the non-convex l p norm. Seven test images are shown in Fig. 1 , and PSNR as well as FSIM [39] are calculated to evaluate the quality of reconstructed images. The PSNR and FSIM results are shown in Table 1 Some results are shown in Fig. 2-6 . It is evident that the proposed method outperforms other methods in terms of visual quality. For instance, the text on the boats in Fig. 2 , the texture on the wall in Fig. 4 and the ripples on the water in Fig. 5 are reconstructed sharply, while other methods still suffer from over-smooth or artifacts. (a) (a) Fig. 7 shows the PSNR curves of four test images with subrate= 0.1 and 0.2.
Convergence Analysis
It is obvious that with the iteration number increases, all the curves increase rapidly, and then gradually become stable. This also proves the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed method. 
Computational complexity
All experiments are implemented under Matlab R2018b environment on a machine with Intel Core i5-6500 CPU of 3.2Ghz and 8.0 GB RAM. We calculate the average run time of reconstructing an image in the case of subrate=0.2, and the results are shown in Table 3 . We can see that BCS is the fastest method, while its performance is the worst. JGRSC has comparable time consumption with SGSR and ALSB. This is because the proposed method use the SVD decomposition in every iteration, which has high computational complexity.
However, this can be accelerated by parallel computing. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a joint group and residual sparse coding method for image compressive sensing (JGRSC-CS). For a patch group, its residual is coded using an external dictionary that learned from clean images, and the whole group is coded with adaptively SVD dictionary. An effective framework is also present to solve the optimization problem. Experimental results show that the proposed JGRSC-CS not only outperforms many existing methods in terms of PSNR and FSIM, but also has better visual quality.
